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Dear children,

Never forget to pray for those who are spiritually condemned and do not know it, so that the Grace
of consciousness and of awakening may reach each one of them.

My children, today I ask you this, because the majority of humanity is in this situation and, if you
pray for those who are condemned, you will be granting to your Heavenly Mother the possibility to
intervene for each one of these children.

To be spiritually condemned is not something so material, but rather profoundly internal.

Therefore, today I call you to pray from the heart for all those souls that, for decades of planetary
history, find themselves under this spiritual condition that oppresses them and does not allow them
to take any step toward the Divine Light.

As you pray for them, they will not only receive a Grace and a reprieve at some moment in life, but
also those parallel worlds of suffering and agony, created by the very humanity of the surface,
become liberated and closed forever, carrying forward the liberation of the spiritually condemned.

The planet, as a state of consciouness that feels and lives what humanity does to it, also manages to
breathe and restore its consciousness and spiritual life.

Praying for those who are condemned and do not know it is like lovingly asking for the angels to
send a message to the inner worlds of these lost souls so that, by means of Divine Grace, they can
reconsider and again find the path to God that they had lost.

Therefore, My children, as you consciously pray for the spiritually condemned, you will also be
praying for the nations and all they hold as experience and learning.

Everything can be contemplated in prayer. Prayer brings consciousness and discernment. Prayer
indicates the inner path to be followed, a path that the entire humanity needs in this cycle of
liberation and forgiveness.

The center that gives an impulse to all this movement of the power of prayer is the Love of Christ,
which brings to all the merciful Love of God, which justifies errors and converts them, granting pity
and redemption to souls.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


